
Lecture 17 The Personaling Simation Debate * Prof debates,
Personality pychology ‡ social

against himself

psychology
think personalitythis has

of don't
- We preceive that pot have personality

ofect behowiour

- At the same time we see
"personality" . « Maybe they behave based onsitation

instead?

pol doing things inconsistent with

#I Personality case
* Personality
= Experiment:

There are

- stable psychology trait
ask ppl to rate others persenality. Find out

chisters"that correlate

* The Bi , Five
- Consciencionsners

(OCEAN)

- Agreeableness
responsible, organised 1, commitment

Neuroticism
friendliness
how

Openness to experience: willingness- Extroversion
* Non-valenced

thingsevergy when interacting with
- no good bad1, just description.

emotional, , how strong hegative anction
to try

Dimensions
Agreeableness

Ruthless Pushover
* Personality relatively stable . (but could change)

Consistancy increase overage, = evidence for personaly?
* Other personality construds
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Situation case
= Migram experiment situation affected behaviour?

High agreeableness ppl still shock tel
L situation drives behaviour
Take priests from Princeton Seminary
Asks them to write sermant about helping someone
Experimenter: - y help*itTtake yr time

- do it quick
you're late shore

situation overrides
personally

Then person lying on ground who needs help

Honesty study.
Give ppl opportunity to cheat

4 Personality only explain 0.2 variance in intoghty
= Summer camp studyThe can as it and wher's generatil. ating

4 Personality not a thing
= Look at bigs in another language

La Get different dimensicons
Le Personality.

Why believe?

not really the think
behavions inthienced" by culture

When
stration

looking at other's behowions , we dont
So we attribute their behaviour

see their
to personality?

- Someone comes in now
- Others :ona so late

Person's situation so low consciononess I they don't knowhit by bus on the way
Could be other differences other than "personality"

#2

not predicted



#3 Personality Block
= Cheating

There's noise
Sondy lagain)

If we look at honesty out of to things and another to things
L Correlation . 71

Summer camp rebut
TheyI don't know each other well yet
& Frateraty I Sorority study

Higher agreement! Ppl know each other better there
- Also, personality not strong at every dinersion. They may

only be be consistant on a few
inconsistaat / consistantconscionswers

" Migram sindy
- Only 60% went all the way on the voluage

so the diference Could be personatiy
= Prison study

- Those who like prison study"пр.Indeed these pol who signed up with with personality
towards power, agression, etc.

Zimbardo admits dilerances
= Priest study

No difference in behaviour + wo difference in personality.
Man he all prests act that way because of personaling

other gremps in the study.

more likely to sign

in grand styk.

- Another language
Hey but that's still personality
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#4 situation Block

@Summer comp
Fnaternity/sororing is a silvation. That creates socidl roles

sitnational behavions
Ask them to
L> aggrement predict

behairour outside dorm
within dory

but ontside dorm = it doesn't predict
* Migram: 60% went all the way so individual differences

But we don't know if that cold always not go all the way.
This night benoise.

#5 Summary,Debate
Data
Make

That's how science work!
can be interpreted diferently.
both persondity it situation play role.
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• left as exerice fur
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» An idea for getting out of this debale is to say that personally
is defined to the cousistent thait under each sitations

and
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